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Mourning Geography: A Punctum,
Strathclyde and the Death of a Subject
WUN FUNG CHAN
School of Applied Social Sciences, University of Strathclyde, 50 Richmond Street, Glasgow, G1 1XN, UK
ABSTRACT This article documents the formal consultation held at the University of
Strathclyde in 2011 which concluded with a decision to withdraw the geography programme
from the academic curriculum. In examining the remains of this consultation, the article offers
an understanding of the reactions of staff and students to the proposed closure through
the theoretical work on mourning by Roland Barthes and Jacques Derrida. With use of
the notions of punctum and studium in particular, it tracks the discursive location, if
not definition, of what was and is poignant about geography at this higher education
institution.
KEY WORDS: Strathclyde, geography, consultation, closure, punctum, Barthes
Introduction
Roland Barthes (1977) once famously wrote about the Death of the Author. He
called for a reappraisal of the way in which cultural critics connected writing with the
writer. Rather than limiting the signification of a text to the writers’ intentions,
he sought to liberate the text, affirm its life, through acknowledging what he called its
‘multi-dimensional space’. This short article draws from the work of Barthes and
others to examine the death of a subject. It examines the work of mourning as a
subject area of geography faces its end.
Of course, the field of geography is far from dead. As teachers of geography
repeatedly remind their students, geography is always relevant, newsworthy, and the
analysis of space and place allows the discipline to serve as a point of synthesis across
different disciplinary activities (Viles and Rogers 2003; Holt-Jensen 2009). Attempts
to proclaim the end of geography have adeptly been rebutted (Morgan 2004; Massey
2005; Findlay 2008). Nonetheless, the liveliness of the discipline has undoubtedly
been subject to fluctuations in the economic cycle and, as the cycle turns downwards,
this has encouraged scholars to reflect upon the nature of their disciplinary activities
(Taylor 1985).
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On 10 May 2011, the geographers of the University of Strathclyde found
themselves to be in such a position. Following an email communication, they were
called to a meeting to be told in uncertain terms that:
The University is minded to withdraw from Geography and wishes to
commence consultation on this proposal. (Faculty of Humanities and Social
Sciences 2011, p. 6)
For all its worth, the management reassured staff that this was only a consultation
albeit one with implications for the learning of students and the livelihoods of staff.
Yet, like others who have found themselves in a similar predicament (Webster 2002,
2004), the consultation felt more like a bereavement than a process of polite
dialogue. There were a few tears shed, a senior colleague told me of his heartbreak,
and staff matched up the course coordinator’s fluctuating feelings according to
Kubler-Ross’s (see Zizek, 2010) five stages of grief. The external examiner for
Geography perhaps best summed up the emotions of many staff and students when
he aptly referred to the consultation as a consolation process.
For the above reasons, the proposed withdrawal of Geography at Strathclyde and
the ensuing consultation can be likened as a moment of ‘originary mourning’
(Derrida 2001). It can be seen as a point in the history of Strathclyde University
when those involved in the subject anticipated its end; a mourning that did not wait
for the so-called actual death. Standing back, painful as it may be, examining this
moment is instructive in that it tells us something about how to understand the
meaning of geography and the feelings that it evokes. This article documents these
reactions, not with the intention of providing voyeurs with a glance at a disciplinary
car crash, but to trace the outline of what I wish to refer to as a punctum of
geography at Strathclyde.
The Punctum and Studium
In Camera Lucida, Barthes (2000) offers what initially appears to be an analytical
framework for the study of photography. Motivated by what he describes as the
advenience or adventure possessed in certain photographs over others, Barthes
suggests that the general political and cultural message of a photograph occasionally,
but not always, is supplemented by an element that heightens the level of intensity in
which an image is received. Those photographs with a moderate level of intensity for
the spectator, those with ‘a general interest’, possess what Barthes labels a studium:
The studium is that very wide field of unconcerned desire, of various interest,
of inconsequential taste: I like/I don’t like. The studium is of the order of
liking, not of loving; it mobilizes a half desire, a demi-volition; it is the same
sort of vague, slippery, irresponsible interest one takes in the people, the
entertainments, the books, the clothes one finds ‘all right’. (Barthes 2000, p. 27)
Escaping and disturbing the banality of the studium, however, is the punctum.
This second element, for Barthes (ibid.), rises ‘from the scene, shoots out of it like an
arrow, and pierces me’. For Barthes a punctum bruises; it carries poignancy.
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Defining the punctum further, Barthes goes on to write that it can be in the form
of a mere detail in a photograph, a detail which provokes a tiny shock, a satori.
Hence he describes the punctum as a ‘sting, speck, cut, little hole – and also a cast of
the dice’ whose mere presence changes the value of one photograph over others.
While Barthes is careful to insist that a punctum is not coded, he adds it evokes a
blind field of memories, antagonisms and feelings that are difficult to categorise. A
punctum therefore incorporates the emotional attachment for the spectator; it is
about representation, yet is also a concept continuous with those concerns which
seek to go beyond it (Anderson and Smith 2001).
I mention Barthes’ work here because the proposed withdrawal of Geography at
Strathclyde exposed elements about the discipline which were felt with a seemingly
comparable level of intensity. Unsurprisingly, passions were raised for particular
individuals (this author included). But why did these individuals react in such a way?
What is it about geography and, specifically, geography at Strathclyde that
motivated them to promote petitions, lobby members of the University Senate,
write letters, network, engage in the forums of consultation and, in some cases, take
part in protests inside and outside of the campus buildings? To what extent can we
speak of a punctum of geography at Strathclyde?
Before I seek to answer the above questions and to record the withdrawal of this
subject area, it is worth flagging that the geographers of Strathclyde were not alone
in receiving a notice of withdrawal. The staff and students of Applied Music,
Community Education and Sociology found themselves to be under equal scrutiny in
the summer of 2011. Subsequently, attempts were instigated through the local
branch of the trade union to coordinate efforts and on a number of key instances this
produced a conjoined reaction towards the proposals. Many of the affected members
of the University stood together and continue to do so. Nevertheless, this article
distinguishes where possible the efforts made for geography and by the geographers
of Strathclyde.
Withdrawing Geography at Strathclyde
If we accept the maxim that ‘geographical knowledge’ and, by association, education
are related to ‘grander processes of social change’ (Harvey 1984, p. 1), then it is
necessary to say a brief word here on the context in which the consultation took
place. Indeed, as alluded to in the documentation, the proposal can only be
understood if it is situated in relation to broader concerns about the state of public
sector finances and in particular austerity measures in higher education. As a result
of funding cuts, Universities in Scotland were faced with an estimated shortfall of
£130 million for 2011–2012 and it was projected that this would increase to £642
million by the end of the UK Spending Review period (Universities Scotland 2011).
At a local level, these forthcoming cuts were acutely felt in the Faculty in which
Geography at Strathclyde belonged: the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
(also known by the acronym of HaSS). In 2011–2012, HaSS would be faced with a
45% reduction in the numbers of fully funded and fees-only students compared with
the previous academic year and this consequent reduction was noted to have a ‘very
heavy impact on the Faculty resource base’ (Faculty of Humanities and Social
Sciences 2011, p. 2). It was of no surprise then to find that many senior managers
Mourning Geography 3
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were not only calling for an ‘appropriate funding model’ for Scottish Universities but
also keen to ‘pursue efficiencies aggressively’ (Universities Scotland 2011, p. 18).
That said, the cuts in Scottish Higher Education spending only partially outline
the reasons cited for the withdrawal of geography. Newspaper stories hinted at
another version of affairs: it was simply an underperformance in research (Denholm
2011a). However, arguably the reasoning was more complex and contested than this.
While the Faculty managers drew from evidence from external and internal reviews,
as well as academic metrics from the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) and
National Student Survey, the staff replied with a counter reading from the very same
information. Although the evidence was interpreted for different ends, it is worth
noting the final recommendation of the Faculty managers in their submission to the
University Senate. Their recommendation recognised that research mass rather than
research attainment was central to their decision:
ADG [Academic Development Group] acknowledges the high quality of
teaching in geography, the research attainments of staff, and its engagement
with interdisciplinary initiatives. Having given conscientious consideration to
consultation received however, ADG remain of the view that the core problems
of limited critical mass of research active staff, and programme and [sic]
financial sustainability do not support a case for the continuation of
Geography as an undergraduate programme and subject area. (Academic
Development Group and Faculty Management Group Report to Senate, June
2011, no pagination)
Admittedly, this verdict was difficult to counter. At the beginning of 2010/2011,
the geography degree programme was to be delivered by five members of staff of
which two were appointed on (short term) teaching only contracts. When the
University considered large group submissions as a key strategy in approaching the
Research Excellence Framework of 2014, it was a bad time to be small in numbers.
The recommendation by the Faculty managers was passed through the University
Senate on the 22 June 2011 and approved by the University Court on the 28 June
2011. As a result, there is to be a phased withdrawal of geography teaching; it is
expected to cease by 2015, by which time the discipline would have been taught for
exactly 50 years at Strathclyde. However, while the academic grounds for withdrawal
are now concluded and administrative mechanisms are currently taking over to
oversee the closure, the effect of the decision should not go unrecorded.
In Support of Geography
From the outset, it must be accepted that there is no necessity for a discipline of
geography, nor for one with a different name but the same content focus.
Academic disciplines are human creations. Once created, they have a defined
existence and are invested in by individuals, who wish to protect their capital.
(Johnston 1985, p. 5)
Ron Johnston stated the above during the recession of the 1980s. In doing so, he
exposed one of the intrinsic motives for sustaining the discipline in times of economic
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downturn. Without denying the pertinence of such material interests, it is worth
noting that Johnston’s proclamation did not fit squarely with the counter-strategy
adopted by the geography staff at Strathclyde. Soon after the consultation began, an
important question was answered internally on whether our response should
prioritise the protection of the discipline or emphasise the contribution of the staff to
the University (and thereby defend their economic and social, if not disciplinary,
capital). The consensus was to the former.
One of the reasons for this decision was to align the activities of the staff with
the aims of the students who had already begun a campaign entitled ‘Save Our
Subjects’. The student campaign revolved around a petition, which generated
1200 signatories, the use of social networking media as well as two demonstra-
tions on the campus that were covered in the national press (see Brown 2011;
Denholm 2011b). Later a number of student activists would also occupy a
University building.
What the campaign has left behind are various documentary remnants that
now read like a collection of obituaries. In particular, the petition, the
submissions to the consultation, and a number of newspaper articles all
memorialise what made and makes geography valuable to those involved. They
take a guise comparable to what Bridget Fowler (2005, p. 64; King 2010) calls the
‘traditional positive obituary’ with its unambiguous celebration of the subject
matter. Nonetheless, that the testimonies of support varied in content should not
go unstated here. As always, what was valued about geography differed according
to the subject position of the respective author and in terms of the audience for
which it was addressed. For example, a letter published in The Herald, one of
Scotland’s broadsheet newspapers, spoke of a popular caricature of geographers
as experts of location:
I am dismayed at the threatened loss of the geography programme at
Strathclyde University. This is the only planet that all of presently on the earth
will live on so it seems reasonable that we should know what it’s all about.
I do not mean that all of us have to be experts on all aspects of it, but I hope
that we can avoid the situation I had once when talking to a prospective
student from Clacton-on-Sea and I asked him: ‘Which sea?’ He didn’t know.
Two weeks ago I had to request roadside help from a motoring organisation and
gave them my postcode in Perthshire. Two hours later, the mechanic called me to
check my whereabouts: he was in Cheshire.
We need people who know where on earth we are and who will pass the
knowledge on. We want to avoid the day when geography is merely restricted
to travel brochures. (Herald Letters 2011, my emphasis).
In contrast, former and current geography students mentioned the achievements
of the geography degree programme with regard to student satisfaction, graduate
employment and the academic focus on human geography at Strathclyde. Some of
them also highlighted a course that supported active learning and enabled
interpretative–hermeneutic and critical emancipatory knowledge:
Mourning Geography 5
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Geography . . . encourages students to think critically about the complexities
of society in the context and in relation to the national and built environment,
economic and population trends, political movement and technical advance-
ment, all from a global perspective. This surely has a vital role to play in a
University that aims to be an internally renowned technological University
(anon, letter to the consultation, 2011).
Although not discontinuous with the above, the key argument played out by staff
had a slightly different emphasis from those of the students. Essentially, the staff
sought to promote the established notion of geography as a bridging discipline
(Freeman 1961; Bonnett 2008). In both the written and verbal submissions to the
consultation, staff described a subject that integrated the debates across the social
sciences and STEM subjects. At a time when Strathclyde was increasingly defining
itself as an international technological university or, in the parlance of the local
campus speak, as the ‘MIT on the Clyde’, it was hoped that specialisation in non-
specialisation would rescue the discipline. This argument was expressed and shared
by other sympathetic professional geographers in Scotland:
. . .we contend that the provision of geography is integral to any university
which aspires to providing a broad-based education. Strathclyde has an
important tradition in this area and we see it as short-sighted and intellectually
un-tenable to disinvest from geography. The interdisciplinary character of
geography offers huge potential for bringing together debates and concerns
across different subject areas (Featherstone et al. 2011).
A Punctum of Geography at Strathclyde?
In terms of their shape and size, the submissions to the consultation resemble what
might be a punctum of geography at Strathclyde. They appear, if only appear, to be
the details, the specks, the elements that mattered within a broader illustration of the
discipline. Indeed, looking back, the format of the consultation lent itself to such
concise reflections. Irrespective of length, the letters of support had key arguments to
make about the value of geography. The signatories of the electronic petition, if they
chose to do so, had a few lines to enter their additional comments. Finally, a feeling
pervaded many of the staff and students that insufficient time was given over to the
consultation (see Denholm 2011c); the concern was that there was only a limited
opportunity to illustrate (or commemorate) what made and makes geography
matter.
Nonetheless, from the remains of the consultation it is difficult to differentiate
between what might be a punctum of Geography at Strathclyde from its studium.
Much of what was celebrated about the subject at this university would be familiar
to anyone who has written a course handbook or a website for a geography degree
programme. Some of the main arguments submitted to the consultation in support
of the discipline are well worn, if not quite ordinary. They indicate little of the
wounding associated with a punctum. But does this imply that there was no punctum
at work? Does it mean that geography was held in a half desire? To develop an
answer to such questions, it is useful to briefly return to Camera Lucida to consider
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what has been called the readability of mourning’s inscription (Derrida 2001). By
doing so, credit may be given to the discursive symptoms of a punctum and the
implications of inflecting the work of mourning through academic rhetoric.
Although Camera Lucida has understandably carried resonance for those
interested in photography (Rau 2006; Levy 2009; Alpert 2010), what is also
inescapable is its association with mourning. The second section in particular
documents Barthes’ experience of sorting through the photographs of his mother
shortly after her passing. It documents his attempts to ‘find’ her, yet importantly it
also contains his fluctuating reactions towards the collection of images. Sometimes,
the reaction Barthes’ documents is one of yearning; Barthes could recognise ‘her
differentially, not essentially’. But it is one photograph in particular, called the
Winter Garden Photograph, which achieves – if only for Roland Barthes (2000, p.
71) – ‘the impossible science of the unique being’.
The Winter Garden Photograph is of immeasurable significance for Barthes, but it
is noteworthy that it remains elusive, if not entirely absent from the text. As if to
underline the difficulty of identifying a punctum, this specific photograph is not
precisely described; Barthes concedes its significance can only be expressed through
an infinite series of adjectives. Furthermore, the Winter Garden Photograph is not
reproduced in the book. Defending this absence, Barthes writes:
It exists only for me. For you, it would be nothing but an indifferent picture,
one of the thousand manifestations of the ‘ordinary’; it cannot in any way
constitute the visible object of a science; it cannot establish an objectivity, in
the positive sense of the term; at most it would interest your studium . . . but in
it, for you no wound. (ibid. 73)
Clearly, this is a rich and personal passage of Camera Lucida demonstrating the
difficulty of how (and how not) to speak in mourning. It indicates how a punctum is
singular; its very definition is that it addresses itself to me (it seems to concern only
me). It indicates that a punctum is very much a private wound and one which when
exposed to others may be reduced to a studium. It would seem the very personal
relation of loss become betrayed through the process of recounting. The poignant
appears banal.
Likewise, it would follow that a punctum of geography at Strathclyde might be
difficult to capture especially through the language adopted in the consultation.
Certainly, it is tempting to suggest that for the individuals involved, the poignancy of
the discipline was subsumed either in the tit-for-tat discussion on academic metrics
or through the well-mannered professionalism of faculty life. If the consultation left
behind various obituaries, then it could be argued that these obituaries frequently fell
into type and thus dispossessed the singular emotions evoked in grief. It is for such
reasons that Barthes himself states that a punctum is ‘uncoded’.
Although for Barthes the singularity of mourning is seemingly buried by the act of
speaking, it is worth pausing nonetheless to glance once again at the documentary
remnants. Throughout the consultation submissions there are characteristics, albeit
only surface characteristics, of a punctum of geography operating at Strathclyde.
For instance, in the generous profiles of the taught programme, students were
reminded of a passion and devotion for the subject. Moreover, the consultation
Mourning Geography 7
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submissions are interspersed with terms expressive of loss; these ranged from anger
and offence to distress, shame, sadness and disappointment. Unlike the obituary
genre, the submissions were more inclined to offer a personal reflection than adopt a
‘‘tone of objective neutrality’’ (Fowler 2005, p. 66). Indeed, the wounding associated
with a punctum was especially evident in one communication from a geography
student to members of the University Senate. Writing immediately after the decision
to withdraw Geography was made, she stated:
Whilst you drove home feeling rather chuffed with yourself and rather content
that you had made the correct decision I drove my hour long journey in a flood
of tears. Not only of anger and frustration, but, tears of absolute
disappointment . . . (personal email from a year 2 undergraduate student dated
22 June 2011).
It cannot be claimed that this specific student was typical of all the undergraduates
involved, but if there ever was a separation between the studium and punctum in
academic life then this was personified by the students opposing the closure. In
particular, a number of geography undergraduates were keenly active in the street
demonstrations and occupation of a campus building. As part of the formal
consultation, their expressions for the discipline were acknowledged by the senior
Faculty manager:
I think you’ve got a genuine commitment to your subject area and you’re very
passionate about it and . . . in that sense what you can do is contest the
proposals. . . (StrathUnion1 2011).
Lastly, what is also significant about the student response are the discursive
positions in which they took. As Barthes notes, the punctum generates a different
reading from those intended by the photographer or author of a given
representation. On finding and reading a punctum, he writes: ‘I dismiss all
knowledge, all culture, I refuse to inherit anything from another eye than my own’
(Barthes 2000, p. 51). Similarly, the position of the students, especially that adopted
in the face-to-face consultation meeting, can be described as one of an antagonistic
distance from the contemporary formalities of academia. As one student puts it, the
proposal did not ‘add up’; there was little sympathy for the metrics of the RAE, and
students persistently questioned the legal and technical procedures of the proposals
and how they encroached upon the student experience. As put by one student to the
Faculty managers:
You’ve made a lot of technical arguments which we don’t understand, but how
do you justify this on a moral basis, because I don’t think there is a moral
justification for slashing courses? (StrathUnion1 2011).
In a broader context, Castree (2005, p. 304) has echoed other writers (Smith 2000)
to suggest that degree education is increasingly traded as a commodity, but
fundamentally he also asks ‘do you expect something else (more?) from it?’ In their
own way, the students at Strathclyde, sought to underline the suggested irreducibility
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of Castree’s question rather than offer a consistent or definitive answer to it. Their
arguments pointed towards a discipline outside of the agenda of the University, one
which was perceived as adopting a narrow corporate agenda. Writing at the end of
the consultation, one student stated:
I cannot imagine that too many people who truly love geography are placing
financial reward at the top of their career objectives. . .. [it] makes the fact that
decisions are being taken regarding our education from a commercial viability
perspective even harder to bear. . . .There is almost a polar opposition [sic] with
geographers and the corporate agenda. . .. I think this lends itself to
understanding the grief as a kind of betrayal . . .. (Personal email from a Year
2 undergraduate student dated 31 August 2011)
Locating a Punctum
Amongst the fragments of his memorial essay for Roland Barthes, Derrida (2001)
develops a reading of Camera Lucida through re-raising the significance of the
Winter Garden Photograph. In this specific text, Derrida reminds the reader that
the absent photograph is the invisible punctum of the entire book, acting as the
blind field permeating and organising the analysis from beginning to end. Derrida
writes:
The Winter Garden Photograph: the invisible punctum of the book. It does not
belong to the corpus of photographs he exhibits, the series of examples he
displays and analyzes. Yet it irradiates the entire book. A sort of radiant
serenity comes from his mother’s eyes whose brightness or clarity he describes,
though we never see. The radiance composes with the wound that signs the
book, with an invisible punctum. At this point he is no longer speaking of light
or of photography; he is seeing to something else, the voice of the other
(Derrida 2001, p. 43).
For Derrida, the implication of this invisible punctum is that we must
acknowledge a ‘composition’ between the punctum and all of the features, tones
and inflections contained within Camera Lucida including, importantly, the
proposition of the studium. He argues therefore that these terms – the punctum
and the studium – are not in apparent opposition, simply excluding one another;
rather they compose together the one with the other through a metonymic operation:
It is indeed necessary for him [Barthes] to recognize, and this is not a
concession, that the punctum is not what it is. This absolute other composes
with the same . . . with the locus of the same of the studium. . .If the punctum is
more or less than itself, dissymmeticial – to everything and in itself – then it can
invade the field of the studium, to which, strictly speaking it does not belong. It
is located, we recall, outside all fields and codes. As the place of irreplaceable
singularity and of the unique referential, the punctum irradiates and, what is
most surprising, lends itself to metonymy. As soon as it allows itself to be
Mourning Geography 9
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drawn into a network of substitution, it can invade everything, objects as well
as affects (ibid. 57).
What Derrida recognises in the notion of the punctum then is its disseminative,
iterative (and paradoxical) character. A punctum is outside of a studium, yet it
belongs to it. A punctum composes a coded studium yet in itself is ‘uncoded’. As
Derrida puts it: the punctum ‘inhabits or rather haunts’ the studium (ibid. 41).
What is useful in this instance about Derrida’s writing on mourning is that it
affirms how non-representation endures in forms of representation. It indicates how
traces, if only traces, of an imperceptible punctum survives through the familiar,
well-worn registers of a studium. Put quite simply, while it may be impossible to de-
code a punctum of geography at Strathclyde, each documented account which
supported the discipline through the consultation period are in some way motivated,
haunted, by this poignancy. While the individuals involved might have found it
difficult to put their finger on what makes and made geography matter for her/him, a
punctum was disseminated through a constellation of sometimes ordinary and
sometimes contradictory arguments that were for geography. Thus a punctum
assisted in the writing, coding, of the staffs’ consultation response including its
reading on research and teaching metrics, but nevertheless the motivating punctum
remains unwritten. It was not necessarily captured in the many well-mannered letters
sent by those concerned to the University managers but can be found there. Equally,
a punctum of geography was traceable in the interdisciplinary features of the
discipline cited by staff in the consultation meetings but is irreducible to such broad-
based definitions. Even stories of a lost car mechanic count.
Conclusion
An obituary typically offers an account of the deceased. It outlines the trajectories,
turning points, in a life story and the contribution which was made. An obituary is,
in the main, reserved for those whom are considered to be significant. In
contradistinction, Geography at Strathclyde was found to be marginal to the
University, if not quite ordinary. Some may wonder why I have written this article.
Writing on death and loss can be used as a means to settle a score. But I hope that
this article is read in a different way. It was written with the intention of
documenting the withdrawal of Geography at Strathclyde and to shed some light on
how to acknowledge the life and workings in academic geography. Admittedly, from
the consultation material at least, it is difficult to piece together a seamless narrative
of such life and workings of this former department. Instead, the contribution
responses revealed that Geography at Strathclyde contributed not so much a clear
paradigm for the discipline but rather was understood through a spectrum of explicit
and often familiar registers. Geography was understood in terms of research metrics,
university finances, and employability. It was a career, an investment, a contribution
and an austerity measure. It was understood as a degree subject that enhanced
spatial awareness, interdisciplinary knowledge as well as critical and holistic
understanding(s). It was understood as the staff, the students and also in terms of
a broader Scottish academic community. It was understood as a subject to be
enjoyed, shared and, finally, as a subject that was lost, unneeded by the university.
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All of the above understandings bear the weight of a punctum; they contain its
traces, and they show signs of its symptoms. Paradoxically, however, they fall short
in encapsulating the poignancy of Geography at Strathclyde. The remnants of the
consultation displayed some often straight forward and straight talking accounts of
why the subject should have been maintained. Yet it has to be conceded that the
consultation was conducted in what felt like a miasma. The letters of protest from
individuals and groups may have foregrounded employability or student experience
or positioned the discipline as integral to any university, but many of them were
written for reasons never cited. Thus, a punctum of geography at Strathclyde is
perhaps better described, if it is to be described at all, as an absent presence. It
constituted, motivated the staff, the students and the sympathisers to act though
often it was buried (deliberately) in the implicit recognition that a punctum is not
what academic geography is about. As one student stated on the consultation:
. . . the consultation ‘pushed’ us into communications in type . . . It was
communication on their terms. . . . This was evident on the day of the Senate
[meeting] when very few people going in could look us [the students] in the eye
and felt it far better . . . to walk briskly away. [The consultation] was really
only ever going to take students into account if they allowed us . . . a chance to
tell our own, personal stories. Of course, this is the last thing desired and they
were suitably uncomfortable during the info’ session. The management would
not put themselves in that position, willingly, again (Personal email from a
Year 3 undergraduate geography student dated 28 September 2011).
If given the opportunity, what this particular student might have told the
university managers is unclear; she once spoke to me about what she called the
‘gems’ learnt in geography, but then stopped short of naming them.
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